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The Hilton space features the collaborative work of two Doha-based designers: Reema Abu Hassan, a 
ceramicist, architect and the founder of Clay Encounters; and Paula Bouffard, a textile designer and a natural 
dyer.
 
1- How and when did you think to start the new Curated Shopping Space at the Lobby Café?
  
The shop began with an interesting coincidence.  We had just met and felt an immediate creative 
connection. When we were approached with a retail opportunity by the Hilton, prior to the Pandemic, we saw 
it as an opportunity to unfold the collaborative potential that we had foreseen during our initial encounter. 
The fact that the space is located in the Pearl made it even more special because our studios are located on 
the island, making it a truly local experience.
 
2-2- What does this curated shop at the Lobby Cafe tell us about the vision and the values of the general 
management of the Hilton at The Pearl?
 
We believe that this initiative by the Hilton is visionary! It speaks volumes about the values and the mission 
of the management and reflects a true commitment to the local art and design scene.
The space at the Lobby Café offers a unique shopping experience in Qatar. It is the only space in the country 
that focuses solely on the collaborative work of two local designers and makers. 
  
3- Has designing and making pieces as a creative duo changed the way you work or your creative 
process? What are the highlights of your collaboration?
 
ThisThis is a collaboration that started on fertile grounds. Both ceramics and textiles are process oriented fields 
of design. Between the inception of an idea and the finishing of a piece we both go through a labor-intensive 
process that brings a common understanding between us. The highlight of our collaboration is the dialogue 
that turned into a continuous conversation between our two mediums. We began to complement each 
other’s work in both directions. For example, some of the glazes for the ceramic pieces were developed to 
complement the hues obtained on fabric through natural dyeing. On the other hand, some surface patterns 
on the on the textile draw from the earthy organic nature of working with clay. 
 
We also share similar views on production. We are not quantity oriented; we believe in small, limited 
collections that sets quality, authenticity and originality forward.  The world is full of products that have no 
soul, and their sole purpose is to be mass consumed. We like to think of design as a way of offering 
meaningful objects for those special small rituals that punctuate our daily lives. 
 
4- How is your work sustainable?
 
PPottery and textiles have been around forever and there is a massive history and culture associated to them. 
We both value the labor that goes into the making of our pieces.  Our ecological commitment to design 
starts with the choice of our materials: clay and organically grown cotton and linen for the bodies of our 
pieces. The glaze we use to color the clay gives the pieces durability and makes them food safe. The colors 
on the textiles are extracted from local plants and bio waste or printed with ecofriendly inks. We aim to 
design and make pieces that are timeless and that could be passed down to future generations. Our 
products are made to last! 
  
5- What can we expect at the Hilton Shop in the coming months?
 
We feel that we have only barely scratched the surface of our collaboration. The more we learn about each 
other’s processes the more we see the magnitude of possibilities. Our focus in the coming work is to 
contribute to people’s special moments through design.




